We develop a procedure to determine excited states potentials from photofragmentation data using adiabatic energy curves. The adiabatic curves, obtained from empirically derived diabatic channel potentials, are inverted to yield a polyatomic potential energy surface which is expressed as a piecewise collection of diatomic cuts. The procedure is applied to obtaining a two-dimensional potential of the FNO molecule in the S 1 excited state. The potential is more successful than available ab initio surfaces in reproducing the observed asymmetric ͑Fano͒ line shapes of the FNO S 1 ←S 0 state-specific photofragment yield spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
Usage of spectral line positions and line intensities in deriving the underlying potential͑s͒ has been a longstanding goal of spectroscopy. In the context of diatomic spectroscopy, line positions can be inverted to yield the potential via the RKR procedure. 1 If the lines considered are such that the system is near harmonic, then Dunham expansion methods are also very effective. 2 The problem becomes more complicated in the continuous part of the spectrum, where Dunham expansions cannot work. In diatomic molecules, scattering data 3 and the shape of the continuous spectrum 4 have been used, mainly in conjunction with the WKB approximation, to obtain potentials. Femtosecond transition state spectra were also used for potential inversion of diatomic potentials. 5 In triatomic and higher polyatomic molecules this cannot be easily done ͑see, however, Ref. 6͒, mainly because a good WKB theory for many-body systems does not exist.
In this paper we introduce a method that generates excited state potentials from photofragment spectral lines. We first use a parameter fitting procedure to convert the relative yields of production of various photofragments as a function of the photolysis frequency to a set of curves-the so-called ''adiabatic'' curves. We then apply a diatomic inversion procedure to each point in the adiabatic curves, thereby generating a polyatomic potential surface. The surfaces are obtained as a sequence of diatomiclike cuts. In this way the method extends diatomic methodology to polyatomic molecules, while circumventing the difficulties associated with the generation of polyatomic wave functions and energy levels.
Most previous theoretical studies of photodissociationwere performed in the forward direction, in which the observables are calculated from the potential energy surfaces ͑PES͒. [7] [8] [9] The evaluation of PES's by such studies is made easier whenever the continuous absorption spectrum is characterized by the appearance of diffuse ''vibronic'' structures. Such diffuse lines are often assignable using physically meaningful ͑although approximate͒ quantum numbers. Their shapes were found to be very sensitive to the PES, especially in the Franck-Condon ͑FC͒ region. 9 In a number of molecules the vibronic structures are due to the presence of shallow wells in the excited-state PES. 10, 11 This is, in fact, the case for many XNO molecules ͑XϭF, Cl, OH, CH 3 O͒ ͑Ref. 11͒ which exhibit structured spectra resulting from shallow wells in the FC region, whose depths are of the order of magnitude of 0.1 eV.
Potential wells of such shallow depths are hard to obtain accurately by ab initio methods because their magnitude is often comparable to the accuracy of the calculations. Past dynamical calculations have shown that the spectral features of the XNO molecules are very sensitive to fine details of the PES. [11] [12] [13] [14] Hence, the use of an experimentally based potential determination is especially warranted.
The rich data obtained in the S 1 ←S 0 photodissociation of FNO ͑Refs. 15 and 16͒ provides an excellent basis for application of our potential determination method. The S 1 ←S 0 FNO absorption spectrum shows a long NO stretch progression, as well as features assigned to bands that include contributions from F-N stretch and the FNO bend. 13, 14 The line shapes in the state-selected spectra of FNO display 15, 16 Fano-type 17 interferences: They arise from the simultaneous photoexcitation of the quasibound states supported by the shallow well residing to the left of a potential barrier, and continuum states of the steep repulsive part existing to the right of the barrier. 14 The sense of asymmetry or ''shading'' ͑i.e., the sign of the Fano q parameter 17, 18 ͒ in some of the bands observed in the state-selected photofragment yield spectra ͓i.e., when monitoring different NO(v,J) product states͔ appears to be inordinately sensitive to the shape of the PES in the FC region. This shading is of particular importance, since it was shown experimentally that the state-specific shadings result in large variations in the NO vϭ2/vϭ1 branching ratios as the photolysis laser is scanned across the S 1 (200)←S 0 (000) absorption band. 16 Existing ab initio S 1 surfaces have so far failed to reproduce the measured state-specific shadings, 19, 20 even though many other experimental observations ͓e.g., the total FNO absorption spectrum, 13, 14 the existence of interference, 19 and the NO(v) rotational distributions and their dependence on excitation wavelength͔ 13 were well reproduced. Thus, it is desirable to understand which features of the PES determine the shading of the line shapes and how to use this information to invert the data to obtain the potential.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we give a step-by-step explanation of the procedure by which the PES is generated from the experimental data. In Sec. III we apply this procedure to the FNO case. We summarize our conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. THE POTENTIAL DETERMINATION PROCEDURE

A. The photofragment spectrum
In order to best explain our inversion procedure we first describe the basic quantum theory underlying the calculations of the photofragment spectrum. In particular, we consider the photodissociation of a triatomic molecule ABC,
The molecule, assumed initially in ͉ E g ͘-a bound state on the ground potential W gr -is excited by a light pulse of central frequency to a dissociative state characterized by a potential function W. Our aim is to extract W, assuming that W gr is ͑at least partially͒ known and that we have measured the ''photofragment spectrum.''
The term photofragment spectrum, also known as ''photofragment mapping,'' 21 ''state specific photofragment yield'' ͑PHOFRY͒ spectrum, 15 and ''photofragment excitation'' ͑PHOFEX͒ spectrum'', 22 is used to denote the relative photodissociation cross section to a single fragment state as a function of the photon energy. It is given as, 7, 21 ͑E,n͉E g ͒ϭ 8 3 c ͉͗ E,n
where E is the final continuum energy, E g is the initial bound state energy, ϭ(EϪE g )/h, is the projection of the transition-dipole operator on the light's electric field direction, and n is a collective index for the internal ͑electronic, vibrational, rotational, etc.͒ quantum numbers of the fragments. ͉ E,n Ϫ ͘ are ͑incoming͒ scattering eigenstates of the excited state Hamiltonian, HϭKϩW ͑where K is the kinetic energy operator͒,
which go over in the long time limit to a product of a single fragment internal state n and a plane wave,
describing the relative motion of the A-BC fragments,
͑2.4͒
In what follows we assume that the state-selected photofragment spectrum has been measured and that, given the potential W, we have the ability to calculate it ͑using the artificial channel 8 or other methods 9 ͒. Our task is to generate W, i.e., to invert the potential. We accomplish this by executing the following steps:
photo f ragment spectrum→ In the following we describe this procedure in detail, starting from segment No. 3 and working our way back to segment No. 1.
B. From the adiabatic energy curves to the potential
For simplicity, we consider a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ model of the ABC triatomic described by the ͑Jacobi͒ coordinates, R, the A to B-C center-of-mass distance, and r, the B-C separation. In order to extract W it is useful to introduce the ͑somewhat modified͒ hyperspherical coordinates, 23 defined as
is a ͑non-mass-scaled͒ hyperradius, s is proportional to the length of the arc perpendicular to it ͑see Fig. 1͒ , and ␣ is the hyperangle tending this arc. The reasons we have chosen to work with s and , rather than with R and r is that W(s,), is always binding as a function of s. This follows, because the potential is bound between ␣ϭ0 and
where the B-C and A-B distances, respectively, go to zero. If the system is nonreactive, W has a single minimum in s as →ϱ. If the system is reactive, W has in that limit two minima, that of the reactants and that of the products. The 2D Schrödinger equation for the nuclear motion in the hyperspherical coordinates assumes the form
where atomic units (បϭ1) are used throughout. The fact that W is binding in s allows us to first solve a bound state problem in s at each value,
obtaining a set of adiabatic eigenvalues E i () and eigenfunctions i (s,). Equation ͑2.8͒ is then solved by expand-
The F i n () coefficients satisfy a set of ͑coupled channels͒ equations, obtained by substituting Eq. ͑2.10͒ into Eq. ͑2.8͒,
where, I is the identity matrix,
is the matrix of expansion coefficients, and
is a diagonal adiabatic eigenvalue matrix. The A() and B() matrices, defined as
and
are the usual nonadiabatic coupling matrices. 24 As shown later, once we know Ê () we can use Eq. ͑2.9͒ to extract W(s,). This is possible because for every value, Eq. ͑2.9͒ is a bound state problem in s. Such problems are routinely solved in the context of diatomic molecules through the Dunham expansion 2 or the semiclassical RKR procedure. 1 In diatomic molecules, in order to carry out such an inversion, prior information on the equilibrium separation ͑usually obtained from the rotational spectra͒ is needed. As explained later, in the present case this information is obtained from the ground state equilibrium configuration and the strength of the diffuse lines.
In order to clarify the procedure we look in greater detail at the 2ϫ2 case, i.e., a case in which only two adiabatic curves are known. 
where
The D() and ␤() parameters are then obtained as
͑2.19͒
Finally the -dependent minimum potential of Eq. ͑2.16͒ is obtained as
͑2.20͒
It is clear from Eq. ͑2.18͒ that the adiabatic eigenvalues are insensitive to the value of s e ()-the -dependent equilibrium separation. In order to determine it we note that s e (→ϱ) may be assumed known, since in that limit, →R and s→r, and,
where v BC (r) is the B-C diatomic potential. If we parametrize v BC (r) also as a Morse potential,
then s e (→ϱ)ϭr e . We can also deduce ͑from the relative strengths of the diffuse lines-as explained later͒ the value of s e () at ϭ g , where
͑2.23͒
with r g (AB) and r g being the ground state equilibrium separation between the A-B and B-C atoms, respectively. This concluded the description of segment No. 3 in our inversion procedure.
C. From the matrix of channel potentials to the adiabatic energy curves
We now outline the way the adiabatic curves are obtained. This is done from the matrix of ͑diabatic͒ channel potentials which are extracted from the experimental data.
The diabatic representation arises in the usual way 25 by transforming away the first derivative matrix in Eq. ͑2.11͒. Introducing a matrix U satisfying,
we operate with U ؊1 on Eq. ͑2.11͒, to obtain a diabatic set of equations, •F͑ ͒.
͑2.27͒
Assuming that the V() matrix has been extracted from the experimental data ͑in a procedure to be described in detail in the next subsection͒, we can diagonalize V"… to obtain
͑2.28͒
Operating with X Ϫ1 () on Eq. ͑2.25͒ leads to a set of equations identical in form to our original adiabatic equations ͓Eq. ͑2.11͔͒,
͑2.29͒
with Ê Ј() given by Eq. ͑2.28͒, AЈ() given as,
Because of the identity between Eqs. ͑2.11͒ and ͑2.29͒, we equate between Ê Ј() and Ê (). Strictly speaking, these two entities are equal only for an infinite basis set. Assuming this identity, we are thus able to calculate the set of adiabatic curves Ê (), from which W is obtained, given the V() matrix. In Sec. III, we outline the way the matrix of channel potentials is obtained from the experimental data. For the sake of clarity, we specialize the description to the case actually tried-that of the FNO molecule.
III. INVERSION OF THE FNO EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOFRAGMENT SPECTRUM
A. Review of the FNO experimental data
The main input data were the NO(vϭ1͒ and NO (vϭ2͒ state-specific photofragment yield spectra obtained following S 1 ←S 0 excitation. The experimental spectra of NO(vϭ1,2; Jϭ29.5͒ used in this work are shown in Fig. 2 . Similar spectra were obtained for other rotational levels. 26 Note especially the asymmetric appearance of the lines ͑Fano line shapes 17 ͒ at ϳ31 000 cm Ϫ1 ͓assigned in the figure as ͑100͒ ͑Ref. 15͔͒ and ϳ32 100 cm Ϫ1 ͓assigned as ͑200͒ Ref. 15͔͒. Of particular importance is the observation that, when exciting in the region of the ͑200͒ resonance, the sense of the asymmetry ͑i.e., whether the peak appears to the red or to the blue of the dip-the so called ''shading''͒ of the Fano lineshapes in the two monitored NO vibrational levels is reversed: The NO(vϭ1͒ component is shaded to the blue, whereas the NO(vϭ2͒ component is shaded to the red. This brings about the observed 15 large variation in the NO (vϭ2͒/NO(vϭ1͒ ratio when the excitation frequency is scanned across the ͑200͒ resonance. In general, when n quanta of NO stretch in FNO are excited, red-shaded lines are associated with monitoring the NO(vϭn) channel ͑the ''elastic'' channel͒, while blue-shaded lined are observed when monitoring NO(vϭnϪ1), i.e., the ''inelastic'' channel.
Such reversal in shading has not been reproduced in the dynamical calculations performed so far using existing ab initio PES's. 19, 14 The observation of Fano profiles in photodissociation of polyatomic molecules and especially a reversal of the shading of the line shape is rare ͑see, however, Ref.
10͒. Thus understanding how such phenomenon arises is interesting in its own right.
In contrast to the experimental results, the bending progression cannot be obtained in our 2D calculations. However, since the experimentally observed Fano profiles are best resolved for the ͑n00͒ resonances ͑which have no bending excitation͒, we believe that simulation of this part of the spectrum is important to the understanding of the dynamics. It has been shown before that the NO stretch is largely uncoupled from the bend, while the bend and F-NO stretch are strongly coupled. 14, 27, 28 Moreover, the reported NO rotational distributions associated with the ''elastic'' and ''inelastic'' channels following excitation of each ͑n00͒ resonance are similar. Both are bell shaped, peaking at ϳJϭ30.5 with a width of ϳ10 rotational levels. Thus the measured relative line intensities obtained when monitoring NO(v) rotational levels near the peak of the rotational distribution are approximately equal to the ratio of the NO channels associated with vϭn and vϭnϪ1.
B. The diabatic channel potentials
The channel potential for the ground state was parametrized as a Morse potential,
͑3.1͒
The excited diabatic channel potentials were parametrized in a flexible way as a sum of a Morse potential and a ''soft'' step potential,
In this equation, iϭ1,2 denote curves correlating to the NO͑vϭ1͒ and NO͑vϭ2͒ fragments, respectively. i is the Morse equilibrium distance, ␤ i is the Morse exponent, D i is the depth of the ͑shallow͒ well, d,i determines the location of the step, and a d,i and b d,i determine, respectively, the height and steepness of the step. The off-diagonal potential was parametrized as a Gaussian function of the form
In the fitting reported here only the two (vϭ1 and vϭ2͒ NO channels photofragment spectra, shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ ͑reproduced from Refs. 13 and 26͒, were used. The fitting was made easier by the high correlation between the aforementioned potential parameters and the important spectral features. These correlations are listed in the following. ͑iii͒ The off-diagonal potential parameters a 1,2 , b 1,2 , and 1,2 , and mainly the a 1,2 parameter, which determines the strength of the interaction, correlate to the degree of nonadiabaticity ͑or inelasticity͒ during the fragmentation process. This, in turn, is reflected in the NO (vϭ2͒/NO(vϭ1͒/NO(vϭ0͒ product branching ratios. We found that the data is mainly sensitive to the form of the off-diagonal potential in the exit channel regions, i.e., in the barrier region and beyond. Using the ''best'' channel potentials ͑depicted in Fig. 3͒ , whose parameters ͑given in Table I͒ are obtained by the aforementioned procedure, we have computed ͓with the ACM ͑Ref. 8͔͒ the photofragmentation line shapes. The theoretical results, displayed in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, are in remarkably good agreement with the experimental results. 13, 26 We see that the computed line shapes reproduce quantitatively well all the important line shapes features: their asymmetries, shadings, positions, widths and ͓NO(vϭ2)/NO(vϭ1)͔ ratios. It is interesting to note that the satellite peaks located ϳ400 cm Ϫ1 to the blue of the main peak which were attributed to bending vibrations 13, 26 are also well reproduced by the present 2D model. They originate from an additional quasibound level lying very close to the top of the barrier. ͑Simi-lar assignments were reached by Cotting et al., 19 who used an ab initio 2D PES.͒ In addition to the aforementioned, as can be seen in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ , the experiments show a second small satellite absent from the present theoretical line shapes, whose origin must therefore be exclusively due to the bending motion.
In Fig. 4 we present the NO(vϭ2), NO(vϭ1) photofragment line shapes and their ratio in the ͑200͒ resonance region. The difference in the shading of the two line shapes results in a sharp dependence of their ratio on the excitation energy, which allows to ''dial in'' essentially any desired ratio. Here, again, good agreement with the results observed experimentally is obtained. 13, 26 
C. The FNO potential
The 2ϫ2 diabatic channel potentials matrix V, derived as explained in Sec. III B, was used to construct a 2D potential surface of FNO by following Eqs. ͑2.17͒-͑2.20͒, and ͑2.27͒-͑2.29͒. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and compared to the ab initio calculations of Suter et al.
14 displayed in Fig.  6 . The experimental data used here are sensitive predominantly to the region near the minimum energy path. It is less sensitive to regions much beyond that path which have no effect on the experimental observables.
It is difficult to directly compare the 2D surface generated here with the 2D ab initio potential at a fixed bending angle since our potential is really an average over the bending motion of the true 3D potential. Nevertheless, a close examination of the two potentials in the Franck-Condon region reveal greater similarities than apparent in the small scale drawing of Fig. 6 . For example, although this may not be surmised from Fig. 6 itself, the ab initio potential possesses a shallow minimum in the F-NO exit channel similar to that of our empirically derived potential. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We described here a potential inversion procedure of photofragment data. The procedure is an extension to polyatomic molecules of diatomic energy levels based inversions. The key concept in this extension is the use of adiabatic energy curves. The polyatomic PES is generated as a piecewise set of diatomic potentials. We have applied this inversion procedure to obtaining 2D PES of FNO. The potential we have obtained reproduces the observed asymmetric line shapes, their shadings, and the vibrational distribution in the region of the ͑200͒ resonance with remarkable accuracy.
The FNO inversion allowed us to test the general procedure and to gain insight into the correlation between PES parameters and spectral features. The main experimental observations and their correlation to the PES parameters are the following.
1. The FNO molecule displays asymmetric line shapes ͑i.e. Fano profiles͒ in the state-selected photofragment spectra resulting from interference in the pre-barrier and postbarrier regions. Occasionally, a secondary peak appears to the blue of a red-shaded absorption feature. This peak is due to the existence of an F-NO stretch level near the top of the barrier.
2. The shadings in the state-selected photofragment spectra are determined by the location of the ͑small͒ wells and barriers of the excited-state adiabatic energy curves relative to the ground-state potential. As observed experimentally, the two channels correlating to the NO(vϭ1) and NO (vϭ2) states posses line shapes of opposite shadings, which in turn lead to large variations in the branching ratios with excitation energy. Due to their inordinate sensitivity to the parameters of the PES discussed earlier, the asymmetry shadings enable a very precise determination of the location of the adiabatic wells and barriers.
3. The intensity ratios of the photofragment line shapes are determined to a large extent by the NO FC factors and the strength of the off-diagonal potential. The latter acts mainly near the top and in the exit region of the barrier.
